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and each illustrating some great artistic prin- 
ciple. But they are all imbued with glowing 
human interest; they are never cold and never 
doctrinaire. Tho Grillparzer, the man, was an 
Austrian patriot and deeply rooted in his native 
soil, Grillparzer, the dramatist, with his classic 
perfection of form, his force and his variety 
of interest must ever be classt among the first 
of the universal authors. He followed no 
models, belonged to no school, was always pecul- 
iarly himself and as time goes on and his work 
becomes known, he must receive the recognition 
which is his due. It is to be hopt that Mr. 
Pollak's book, tho lacking in many respects, 
will serve as an introduction to the great drama- 
tist for the English-speaking public. 

GIEORGE HENRY DANTON. 
Stanford University, Cal. 

MEDILEVAL LATIN FABLES. 

Der illlustrierte Lateinische Aesop in der Hand- 
schrift des Ademar, Codex Vossianus. Lat. Oct. 
15. Fol. 195-205. Einleitung und Beschrei- 
bung, von DR. GEORG THIELE, Privatdocenten 
a. d. Universitiit Marburg. In Phototypischer 
Reproduction, mit 5 Abbildungen im Text. 
Leiden: A. W. Sijthoff, 1905. 4to., vi and 
68 pp., with 22 plates. 

The book here reviewed is one that is epoch 
making in the history of fable literature, and since 
the time of Hervieux there has been nothing so 
important. Unfortunately there are but few 
copies of it to be found in this country, one of 
them being in the Library of Congress at Wash- 
ington. In a letter to Dr. G. C. Keidel of the 
Johns Hopkins University, written in December, 
1906, Dr. Thiele announced that he intended to 
publish a critical edition of the iEo.pus Latinus 
in the summer of 1907, but there has been as yet 
no notice of its having actually appeared in print. 
We may, however, look forward to it with great 
expectations, for together with his present con- 

tribution to the subject it will doubtless revolu- 
tionize our views of the oldest Romulus collection. 
In the present volume, Dr. Thiele is concelned 
chiefly with the Ademar collection of fables. 

The energy of the author in the writing of this 
monograph is truly remarkable, as he draws upon 
a wide range of evidence from archseological, lin- 
guistic, and architectural sources, besides other 
fields. His argument in brief is as follows: 

The investigations hitlherto made and starting 
with Phbedrus and Romulus have never sufficiently 
determinied Ademar's relation to them both. The 
text of the latter's work was published by Job. 
Friedr. Nilant in 1709, whose uncle had discov- 
ered the manuscript containing it in the library of 
the University of Leiden. This Ademar collec- 
tion of fables is accordingly called the Anonymus 
Nilalntinus and it was most severely ridiculed by 
Lessing, because a poor Romulus text accom- 
paniied the edition and prejudiced him against it. 
Since the year 1709 no one had collated the Ade- 
mar manuscript, not even Hervieux. Thus the 
discovery had never been made that the edition of 
Nilant was incomplete, omitting both the arith 
metical riddles and the illustrations. Dr. Thiele 
undertakes to give the correct text, to reproduce 
the illustrations that accompany it, and to prove 
that, in the main Ademar is Romulus, and in 
part Phaedrus prosed. 

Ademar's collection is very important in the 
history of fable literature, as it is the sole source 
for twelve of the Pheedrus fables and for seven of 
the Romulus fables. It is, therefore, indispen- 
sable for a reconstruction of the Romulus iEsop. 
The illustrations deserve great attention, since we 
can point to an older, probably Greek .iEsop, as 
the source of the Romulus collection and then 
demonstrate that the old iEsop illustrations as 
well have been transmitted to us. 

Dr. Thiele traces the history of the difficulties 
found in placing Ademar in the fable scheme. 
Hervieux made no methodical attempt to deter- 
mine his position, and is scored severely. The 
best Mork has been done by Zander, who, how- 
ever, starts out from wrong premises, in that he 
excludes from consideration all fables that do not 
come from Pheedrus, but deduces all that do 
agree, even if only in part, from Pheedrus para- 
phrases. Dr. Thiele objects very strongly to the 
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idea that there were any such paraphrases. He 
says we have here more than paraphrases. They 
were reworkings of Phsedrus and other fable col- 
lections, and were not for school use, but for gen- 
eral distribution. 

The book next takes up a regular study of the 
fables themselves, leaving aside the Wissebur- 
gensis for a time. The author finds that at least 
twenty-eight of the fables come from Phaedrus, 
but they do not come from an independent and 
complete Phidrus paraphrase. They are merely 
interpolated into the Romulus text from a Phae- 
drus text, not metrically divided and which never 
led a separate and independent existence. By an 
example he shows that the differences between 
Ademar and Phaedrus in these fables may be 
attributed either to omission, corrupt readings, or 
a misunderstanding of the meaning. There may 
have been an increasing successive degeneration 
of the Phaedrus text, due to the changes it under- 
went in passing froin poetry to prose, but there 
was no real paraphrase at once independent and 
readable. 

The rest of the fables follow the Romnulus text, 
as it is otherwise handed down to us. They either 
have nothing to do with PhEedrus, or draw upon 
him merely for adornment, additional matter, cor- 
rections, or a variant. They point to no para- 
phrase. Take, for instance, the fable of the Ac- 
cused Sheep. Zander derives this from a minor 
Phsedrus paraplhrase, which would be the original 
of both Romulus and Ademar. But Dr. Thiele 
shows that the dry Phamdrus account cannot be the 
original of Ademar's interesting version. In fact, 
PhEedrus, through ignorance or a bad source, got 
the story badly mixed up, whereas Romulus in 

spite of his acquaintance with the Phsedrus ver- 
sion saved the original variant. Our author in- 
clines to see Greek influence in the extreme per- 
sonification of the animals, which is not found in 
the Phaedrus story. In short, the whole Romulus 
shows a tendency to fill out scanty Pheedrus ac- 
counts from other sources. Sometimes this process 
goes so far that scarcely any traces of the Phadrus 
account remains, as in the case of the Thankful 
Lion. Here Dr. Thiele shows that the Romulus 
version gives details which can come only from an 
immediate knowledge of the old Roman arena. 
The Ur-Romulus must therefore be considered 
not a paraphrase, but an independent literary 
creation, and that the primary source of Ademar, 
although in twenty-eight fables he follows a pure 
Phadrine text. We have to deal with a compiler 
who knew and tried to fuse Romulus and the 
prose Phsedrus text. This is proved: (1) by the 
language of Romulus; (2) by the arrangement of 
the Ademar collection; and (3) by an investi- 
gation of the illustrations. 

Dr. Thiele can discover no law governing the 
choice of fables for the new Ademar between 
Phaedrus and the Ur-Romulus, except that 
Pha%drus enjoyed great popularity. Sometimes he 
finds that Phsedrus was collated with the Romulus, 
even to a great extent. In the main, the fables 
directly out of the Phsedrus collection are clearly 
defined from the Romulus mass, namely, twenty- 
eight out of a total of sixty-seven. Of these six- 
teen are still found in Phaedrus as we possess it, 
but twelve come to us through Ademar alone. 
Dr. Thiele gives the following scheme of deri- 
vation: 

Ph. Aesopus. 

/ \ ~~~Ur-Romulus. 

Ad. 
Wissebuir- Jurneianus- Florent- Vindo- stain- 
gensis. Rom. Vulg. inus. bonensis. Iiowel. Anonymous Adl. 
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Our author gives a chapter on variant readings, 
changes for corrupt passages, or changes due to 
ignorance, or to poetic, late, or Vulgar Latin 
words, all of which cause the difference in text 
between the sixteen fables as found in Phsedrus 
and in Ademar. He says that the Ur-Romulus 
in its present form dates from the period between 
the fourth and sixth centuries, so we may probably 
assign the compilation of the Anonymus to the 
sixth century. 

Dr. Thiele finds that the twelve Phsedrine 
fables occurring only in Ademar, now lost from 
Phsedrus, are so very close to the original that a 
partial restoration can be made of the Phledrus 
form, much in the same way that M. Mendndez 
Pidal reconstructed the Infantes de Lara from 
scanty remains of assonance. The author gives 
some of these reconstructed passages, made by 
other workers in this field, and also some indica- 
tions of his own, promising more at a favorable 
opportunity. 

Ademar in general follows the arrangement of 
fables in Romulus. This is made very apparent 
by comparative tables. 

From the preceding account it may be seen how 
painstakingly Dr. Thiele has proceeded. There 
are no sweeping conclusions without first a great 
mass of facts based on the most minute exami- 
nation and comparison. 

Another important point demanding consider- 
ation is Ademar's relation to five other versions, 
namely, B(urneianus = Rom. Vulg.), W(isse- 
burgensis), F(lorentinus), V(indobonensis), and 
S(tainhowel). All of these used the same text 
as a source, in spite of the fact that of those fables 
which do not derive directly from Phsedrus seven 
are found in none but Ademar. For instance, in 
one particular fable, F, B and V have four motifs 
in the moral that evidently from their nature arose 
at different times, as they show, so to speak, dif- 
ferent ethical strata. Now since they all agree in 
these motifs, we must derive them from a strongly 
reworked Romulus original, and at the end they 
agree with Ademar. The presence of original 
ideas in Ademar's moral does not disturb these 
conclusions at all, since they are also found in the 
cases where the fable comes directly from Phae- 
drus, and so must be due to the compiler. From 
many minor details, Dr. Thiele assumes that Ad. 

and W. use a much better text than B., F., V. 
and S. The conciseness of Romulus Vulgaris is 
no proof of its old age, and our attention is called 
to the fact that Ademar alone interpolates in order 
to omit references to heathen worship. 

There are at least five fables that cannot derive 
from Phaedrus, and must come from Romulus 
alone, that is, from foreign sources. These facts 
are established, as in the case of the fable of the 
Crow and Crane, by linguistic and stylistic data. 
Phsedrine origin is impossible for the fable of the 
Baldheaded Man aind the Gardener for the reason 
that meloins were unknown to the Latin author. 
In another case, the use of certain late words, 
such as cavannus for an owl is determinative. 
Another argument is that certain conversational 
dialogue is too late in origin for Ph2edrus. 

One division of the work treats of the arith- 
metical riddles which follow the fables in the 
manuscript. These were common in Greek and 
distinctly popular in nature, as is seen from the 
titles, such as the two Merchants who sold a Pig 
for a Hundred Soldi. Dr. Thiele lays consider- 
able stress on these riddles as throwing light on 
the origin of the fables themselves. Substantially 
the same ones are found in the Codex Burneianus, 
also in the manuscripts of Alcuin's works as pub- 
lished in 1777. They were not, however, com- 
posed by him, much less by Bede, in whose works 
they also appear. In Ademar these riddles are 
even spoken of as "fabulse." Now all these 
riddle texts can be traced, it seems, to a common 
source, and this is said to be Roman. This fact 
is of great importance to the author, who is con- 
vinced that he has found just some such source 
for the Ur-Romulus. 

The real centre of Dr. Thiele's investigations is 
his discussion of the illustrations. Here he an- 
nounces that he has additional proof of his theories 
and that the illustrations are no less important 
than the fables themselves in studying their cor- 
relation. In fact, they form an integral part of 
the fable collections, and are subject to the same 
laws of continuity and traditional form as the 
literary part. They are accordingly reproduced 
in his book in well-executed facsimiles. 

Those fables even that never existed in Phbe- 
drus are also illustrated, and therefore these illus- 
trations must plainly have some other source than 
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Ph2edrus. Moreover, in the fables that are inter- 
polated from Phsedrus, we often have portrayed a 
distinctly variant version. For instance, one pic- 
ture shows a weasel surprised while catching a 
mouse, a motif which is not melntioned in Pbae- 
drus though it is in all the others. The illustrations 
must come, therefore, from Romulus. They, the 
arithmetical riddles, and the fables must all alike 
stand or fall together. It is the same source that 
underlies Stainh6wel's illustrations, which are, 
however, in some respects more complete. 

Inasmuch as Romulus illustrations always exist 
for each fable, Ademar must have used Phiedrus 
only when the fable occurred also in Romulus. 
The compiler then took the pictures from Romulus 
and the text from Ph2edrus. The illustrations 
cannot be later than the fifth or sixth century. 
Dr. Thiele has submitted them to a thorough 
analysis. He finds various ancient traits in them, 
such as a pointed cap to mark out a traveller in one 
instance. This was the regular device in olden 
days. In another, the bare feet and double gar- 
ment of a rich man at a meal show Roman, not 
Carolingian customs. Sometimes Roman detail 
seems to have been suppressed by the copyist. 
Landscape is very roughly and scantily dealt 
with, while much attention is paid to architec- 
ture. The melon is incorrectly drawn, but the 
palm and supposed olive tree are correct. The 
age of the drawings is shown by the decorative 
detail, the round-arched windows, etc., -traits 
found also in the Vatican Vergil and the Utrecht 
Psalter, which thus makes impossible local Gallic 
or Carolingian-Frankish origin. In fact, Dr. 
Thiele is tempted to assume an Ostroroman By- 
zantian, or international later Roman type for 
such house architecture as he finds represented. 
For instance, he thinks he has the atrium of a late 
Roman house, represented by an arch on pillars, 
in Fable III at the bottom. The general archi- 
tectural tone is antique, although Carolingian in- 
fluence (which must have come in in the copies) 
is seen in furniture, utensils, and costumes. The 
shoe fastenings resemble those of early Christian 
pictures. Hair is worn in modern fashion. Un- 
known animals are poorly drawn, as the camel 
and the lion. As to the color of the original, he 
says: " We may assume that the original, which 
doubtless was of larger size, fully answered the 
demands which would be made upon a colored 

fable collection about the year 400 in a city of 
southern France. 

Here, therefore, we have the oldest replica of 
the same Romulus illustrations which in their 
most reworked form appear in Stainh6wel, Yzopet 
and Walter of England. This Ur-Romulus must 
have been illustrated in a heathen Roman centre. 
Traces of the lands of North Africa are found, 
while some of the riddles have an Oriental set- 
ting. But since it was composed about the year 
400 in Gaul, a Greek illustrated fable-collection 
of Oriental origin can alone explain this. Dr. 
Thiele has studied and compared illustrations in 
Terence manuscripts in order to complete his ideas 
on these heads. Moreover, in the Bayeux Tap- 
estry, deriving from Ademar, he finds scenes that 
must have their origin either in a mixture of 
Phmdrus and Babrios, or in their common source. 
Lastly, a Roman gravestone has been discovered 
that seems to have a fable portrayed on it akin to 
the Ademar type. 

In this connection it may be mentioned that a 
study of the fable entitled the Crow and Peacock's 
Feathers has been made in order to see if Dr. 
Thiele's theory was borne out in this instance. 
The plate accompanying this fable is described by 
Dr. Thiele as follows: "'lThe crow is on the 
ground, decorated with a few, small peacock's 
feathers, surrounded by five tolerably well drawn 
peacocks. The peacock's tails are all surrounded 
with a heavy line. Each peacock holds in its 
beak a peacock's feather, torn from the crow. 
Two feathers are on the ground." 2 This, there- 
fore, does not bear out Dr. Thiele's argument 
particularly well. The scene illustrated here is 
not at all the Greek setting, where there is a 
council and where numerous birds take part. It 
is distinctly the Phmdrus type. There is also an 
evident attempt on the artist's part to show feath- 
ers left on the crow after the peacock's feathers 
have been torn off; so we may assume that, if 
Marie is following a Greek account when she says 
the crow was absolutely stripped of his own and 
other feathers, there is another point that needs 
explanation.3 

1 See p. 35. 
2A free translation of the original German text is here 

given. 
8 Karl Warnke, Die Fabeln der Marie de France, Halle 

1898, No. lxvii. 
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This fable is one of the sixteen found both in 
Ademar and Phaedrus, and so belongs to the class 
" mechanisch aufgel6st. " It is therefore evident 
why Phaedrus and Ademar so often differ from all 
the other parallel versions, five times in motifs, 
and nine times in diction, as has been found out 
by the use of comparative tables. The fact that 
quite often the Wisseburgensis tends to follow 
them might be explained by another schleme of 
derivation, in which this version would be more 
directly derived from Phmedrus than some of the 
others. The author has forestalled this objection 
by saying that he considers Ademar and Wisse- 
burgensis to have used a much better text than 
the rest; and then, too, he states that our texts 
in a number of cases are incorrect as given by 
Hervieux, and so rejects their readings. The 
most doubtful of Dr. Thiele's theses is the placing 
of Stainh6wel on a level with the Romulus Vul- 
garis. Of course, any table of motifs or diction 
will show a very close agreemenit among B., F., 
V. and S. In this particular fable B. and F. 
agree with the Latin Stainh6wel twenty-two times 
in motifs and sixteen in diction. Vindobonensis 
II4 follows at a little distance, but this may be 
accounted for by the fact that it is not a direct 
representative of the class. Nevertheless, until 
further evidence is furnished, so that we may 
assume with some sureness that the Latin Stain- 
h6wel, a comparatively late version, really drew 
upon the Ur-Romulus, we must keep to the older 
and quite tenable theory that Romulus Vulgaris 
is its source, an idea quite in keeping with the 
prolific tendencies of this popular version. 

GUSTAV G. LAUBSOHER. 
Johns Hopkins Uiziversity. 

SHAKESPEARE. 

The Genesi2 of Hamlet, by CHARLTON M. LEWIS. 
New York: Henry olt and Co., 1907. 

The title of this book arouses misgivings, and 
these are fully substantiated by a perusal of its 
contents. The argument is based upon more or less 

"Wien, Hofbibliothek, lat. 901. 

probable hypotheses, which are treated through- 
out as established facts, a procedure far too comi- 
mon nowadays in the building up of critical air- 
castles. Kyd is the undoubted author of the 
pre-Shakesperean Hamlet, the second Quarto is 
surely Shakespeare's revision of the piece repre- 
sented by the first, and Der Beatrafte Brudernmord 
is " beyond question " a rendering of Kyd' s play. 
There are also not a few other assertions concern- 
ing which, as the author says, "conjecture may 
be confident." Indeed, if we may judge from 
the tone of many statements, Professor Lewis not 
only has the gift of seeing in the dark, but he 
seems to have enjoyed the precious privilege of 
entering into Shakespeare's artistic soul and 
watching it at its creative labors. 

According to his view, all the modern difficul- 
ties in the interpretation of Hamlet's character 
spring from its being a " Belleforest-Kvd-Shakes- 
peare compound." If we ask why the great 
dramatist took up and remodelled the old play, 
the answer is clear: " It was the irrational be- 
havior of Kyd's hero that piqued Shakespeare's 
curiosity and drove him to depart as far from Kyd 
as Kyd had departed from Belleforest." What, 
then, in our present play is Kyd's and what is 
Shakespeare's? " Kyd is responsible for most of 
the plot, and Shakespeare for most of the charac- 
terization; Kyd for the hero's actual environ- 
ment, Shakespeare for the imperfect description 
of his environment that has come down to us." 
These statements from the concluding chapter 
fairly represent the author's certaiinty about un- 
certain matters. Surely a correct understanding 
of Shakespeare is not to be obtained by such 
methods. 

There are, it is true, arguments in support of 
all these propositions, but they in no wise justify 
unqualified conclusions of any sort. Moreover, 
to one who has in mind Professor Thorndike's 
study of the Revenge Plays, most of the author's 
remarks about such points as Hamlet's madness, 
his delay, his self-reproaches, appear to be based 
upon insufficient grounids. In general, it must 
be confessed, the present book gives the impres- 
sion that the task has been taken in hand rather 
lightly. To oblige a man who attempts a new 
publication on Hamlet to read all that has been 
written on the subject is perhaps too severe a 
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